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Explanation of Proposed Change 
(mandatory by originator) 

 
This modification provides clarification to F.11.2.2(a) of the Code with respect to the conditions for which Start 
Up Costs (CSU) are paid resulting from Bid Offer Acceptances (BOA) being settled on complex Commercial 
Offer Data (COD). It has been raised following engagement between SEMO, CRU and UREGNI. 
 
When the ISEM went live in Oct 2018, the settlement system calculated CSU by examining the first imbalance 
settlement period (ISP) of a period of physical operation (PPOP) and if any BOAs in this first ISP were settled 
using complex COD then CSU was paid accordingly.  
 
However, as the market matured and more data became available for analysis, it was determined this logic 
was not entirely correct as it would result in units not receiving CSU if the first ISP of a PPOP was settled on 
simple COD, but the unit had a BOA, with a Bid Offer Acceptance Time equal to the Instruction Issue Time of a 
Synchronise Dispatch Instruction (SYNC DI), settled on complex COD in a subsequent ISP in the same PPOP. 
Albeit, this scenario was relatively rare with approx. 3% of BOAs settled on simple COD (average since market 
go-live). 
 
As a result, and to ensure units were remunerated correctly, SEMO raised a change request to its vendor to 
modify the system to pay CSU for any BOA with a Bid Offer Acceptance Time equal to the Instruction Issue 
Time of a Synchronise Dispatch Instruction (SYNC DI) and which was settled on complex COD.  
 
Unfortunately, this resulted in an unintended outcome whereby units would not be paid CSU in certain 
scenarios because of instruction profiling, with the primary scenario being when a unit has been dispatched 
down from its Final Physical Notification (FPN) to 0 MW and is subsequently dispatched back up from 0 MW to 
its FPN, and ramps to its FPN from 0 MW within a single ISP.  This issue arises under these certain rare 
scenarios due to how profiling is used to calculate BOA volumes as per Appendix O of the Code. 
 
Consequently, to mitigate the risk of this issue occurring, SEMO implemented a workaround to ensure units 
received CSU when required. Following this, SEMO engaged with the RAs to determine how to proceed with 
the determination logic of CSU and this modification is a result of this engagement. 
 
This modification does not change the market design nor change the intent of the Code with regards to CSU. It 
is intended as only a clarification of F.11.2.2(a) to clarify which scenarios are eligible for CSU payment. 
However, if approved, this modification will require a minor change to the Settlement system to implement it 
and thus remove the need for the workaround. 
 



Legal Drafting Change 
(Clearly show proposed code change using tracked changes, if proposer fails to identify changes, please 

indicate best estimate of potential changes) 
 

F.11.2.1 In each of the following circumstances the Start Up Costs (CSUuγ) payable for each 
Generator Unit, u, in each Imbalance Settlement Period, γ, shall have a value of 
zero for each Imbalance Settlement Period, γ, falling wholly within the Period of 
Physical Operation, or in which the Period of Physical Operation starts or ends, as 
follows: 

(a) When all Accepted Offer Quantities and Accepted Bid Quantities within the 
Period of Physical Operation are priced on the basis of the Simple Bid Offer 
Data as determined in section Error! Reference source not found.; 

(b) For the first Period of Physical Operation in the Billing Period only, if the 
Initial Condition of Period of Physical Operation has a state of “on” and the 
Initial Condition of Period of Market Operation has a state of “off” in the Billing 
Period; and 

(c) When the Metered Quantity (QMuγ) for the Generator Unit, u, has a value of 
zero for all Imbalance Settlement Periods, γ, falling wholly within the Period 
of Physical Operation, or in which the Period of Physical Operation starts or 
ends. 

F.11.2.2 In all circumstances not listed in paragraphs Error! Reference source not found., 
where: 

(i) for Any Bid Offer Acceptance, o, within the Period of Physical Operation 
which is associated has a Bid Offer Acceptance Time equal to the 
Instruction Issue Time with a of a Synchronise Dispatch Instruction; 
or  

(ii) Any Bid Offer Acceptance, o, within the first Imbalance Settlement Period, 
γ, within the Period of Physical Operation;  

and for which Complex Bid Offer Data is to be used in accordance with section 
Error! Reference source not found.: 

(a) CSUuγ for the first Imbalance Settlement Period, γ, within the Period of 
Physical Operation shall have a value equal to the value of the Start Up Cost 
submitted in accordance with Chapter D (Balancing Market Data 
Submission) relating to the Warmth State at the time of the start time of the 
Period of Physical Operation for the Generator Unit as part of the applicable 
Complex Bid Offer Data if: 

(i) The Final Physical Notification Quantity (qFPNuγ(t)) for the 
Generator Unit, u, has a value of zero for all times within the Period of 
Physical Operation; 

(ii) For the first Period of Physical Operation in the Billing Period 
only, the Initial Condition of Period of Physical Operation has a state of 
“off” and the Initial Condition of Period of Market Operation has a state 
of “on” in the Billing Period; or 

(iii) The start of the Period of Physical Operation and the end of the 
previous Period of Physical Operation are within the same Period of 
Market Operation. 



In all circumstances not listed in paragraph F.11.2.2(a)(i) to (iii), CSUuγ for 
the first Imbalance Settlement Period, γ, within the Period of Physical 
Operation shall have a value of zero. 

(b) CSUuγ shall have a value of zero for each other Imbalance Settlement 
Period, γ, falling wholly within the Period of Physical Operation, or in which 
the Period of Physical Operation starts or ends. 

Modification Proposal Justification 
(Clearly state the reason for the Modification) 

 
The existing conditions for determining when CSU should be paid are somewhat ambiguous under certain rare 
scenarios and consequently this modification has been raised to clarify the conditions under which CSU should 
be paid to units. 
 

Code Objectives Furthered 
(State the Code Objectives the Proposal furthers, see Section 1.3 of Part A and/or Section A.2.1.4 of Part B of 

the T&SC for Code Objectives) 

 
(a) to facilitate the efficient discharge by the Market Operator of the obligations imposed upon it by its Market 
Operator Licences;   
 
(b) to facilitate the efficient, economic and coordinated operation, administration and development of the 
Single Electricity Market in a financially secure manner; 
 
(c)  to facilitate the participation of electricity undertakings engaged in the generation, supply or sale of 
electricity in the trading arrangements under the Single Electricity Market;   
 
(e) to provide transparency in the operation of the Single Electricity Market; 
 
(f) to ensure no undue discrimination between persons who are parties to the Code; and 
 
By providing a clarification the Code to ensure units are remunerated correctly. 
 

Implication of not implementing the Modification Proposal 
(State the possible outcomes should the Modification Proposal not be implemented) 

 
The current conditions in the Code for CSU are somewhat ambiguous under certain rare scenarios and this 
could result in future settlement queries and disputes where these rare scenarios occur. 
 
To avoid any ambiguity, this modification clarifies the conditions under which CSU should be paid. 
 

Working Group 
(State if Working Group considered necessary to 

develop proposal) 

Impacts 
(Indicate the impacts on systems, resources, processes 
and/or procedures; also indicate impacts on any other 

Market Code such as Capacity Market Code, Grid 
Code, Exchange Rules etc.) 

 

N/A 
Changes will be required to Counterparty Settlement 
and Billing (CSB; SEMO Settlement system) to 
implement this modification. 
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